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Care as a ‘New’ Feminist Rationality

ELISA BOSISIO

Networks, Entanglements and Proximity

What could notions such as network and entanglement possibly mean for today’s 
feminisms? The answer presented in this paper is: a new conception of care. Aiming 
to reframe the crucial feminist figure of care within new ontological and political ho-
rizons, I engage with cyberfeminism, neomaterialisms and feminist techno science. 
Poised as we currently are on the edge of social and ecological collapse, these ap-
proaches question the stability of the autonomous subject typical of Modern West-
ern politics and philosophy by proposing to move beyond the regime of so-called 
“skinned existence1” (Bosisio 2020, 6). Let me begin by outlining some key refe-
rences of this shift from the last four decades.
1. Since the 1980s, the American biologist Lynn Margulis has challenged the domi-
nant conception of evolution as a self-contained process, instead recognizing multi-
species and trans-kingdom mutualism as generators of proximity: topoi/tropoi for 
the emergence of new cells, tissues, organs, and individuals. Margulis shows that the 
nucleated cell is the result of a process of cohabitation, cooperation and quasi-fusion 
between different bacteria and archea and, consequently, argues that the tendency 
of life (including that of homo sapiens) is to bind together and re-emerge in a new 
wholeness at higher and broader levels of organization. Conceptualizing life as a 
continuous “intimacy of strangers” (Margulis, quoted in Mazur 2009), Margulis dis-
places the centrality of the individual in dominant understandings of life by focusing 
on relationality.
2. In 2000, ecology scholar Beth Dempster (2000, 1) introduced the notion of the 
“sympoietic system” on behalf of those “semio-material mundane phenomena” in 
which constitutive matter, informative components and control tasks are situated 
and distributed in a complexity of quasi-individual, quasi-collective, multi-levelled 
parts. Dempster underlines that earthly systems depend not on the production of 
fixed boundaries but rather on ongoing complex and dynamic relations among the 
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